
Team Formation Rules 

Teams will either be considered new teams or returning teams.  See details of each below 

along with the additional team formation rules.   

New teams will be guaranteed a max of 3 players on their team prior to the draft (any 

combination of head coach children, assistant coach children, or a plus one).  The only 

exceptions are when the total # of children for the head coach and one assistant coach 

exceeds the 3 child maximum (either coaches each have two children or one coach has 

more than two children).  In the case of this exception, a second assistant coach will not be 

guaranteed prior to the draft. 

Returning teams are defined as the HEAD coach returning to coach the same team in the 

same division.  Returning teams will be guaranteed any players that indicate on the player 

application that they want to return to the same team as the previous season.  Returning 

players must have played in RFFL during the previous season to be considered a returning 

player. 

 An assistant coach may bring a team back with returners if the HEAD coach is no 

longer coaching in the RFFL or that RFFL division (i.e. Head coach moves to AFC from 

NFC).  The previous year’s assistant coach must declare intent in writing to the 

Athletic Director/President at registration to become the head coach and keep the 

previous team’s returners.  This team will be formed under the returning team rules 

and no new players or assistant coach(es) will be guaranteed to that team. 

Additional Team Formation Rules 

1. All plus ones, assistant coach’s children, and returners must be declared to the 

Athletic Director/President in writing at least 24 hours prior to the start of the 

combine.  A coach cannot recruit a plus one, an assistant coach, or returner after the 

start of the combine.  

2. All players within the age range are eligible to return to the same team in the same 

division if the head coach remains.  However, a parent may request that their child 

does not play on that team the following season. 

3. If a returning coach decides to take on a new assistant coach (unless new assistant 

coach is a parent of a returner), then all returning players go back into the draft.  This 

team will follow the same team formation rules as a newly formed team.  

4. A coach may not refuse a returning player if coach has any other returning players. A 

coach may choose to start a new team, but the team will follow the same team 

formation rules as a newly formed team. 

5. Returning coaches who are moving from one division to another are considered new 

teams and do not qualify for returners. For example: Mike Ditka was the coach of the 



Bears in the 5-7 division (his child is now 8 years old), and he wants to move to the 8-

10 division. He can do that, but the other 7 year olds from the Bears do not 

automatically return to Coach Ditka’s team in the 8-10 division. 

6. A returning team will automatically get coach’s children or returner’s siblings that 

are new joining the league or moving up to a new division.  For example Coach Ditka 

coached the Bears last year and one of his returners has a 5 year-old sibling joining 

the league.  Coach Ditka is guaranteed all of his other returners and that 5 year-old. 

 

Combine and Draft 

All players must attend the combine, including all returners, and children of coaches. 

Players will perform a series of drills that allow the players to demonstrate their football 

abilities in catching a football, throwing a football, running receiver routes, and running.  

We will break the players up into groups and go through the drills at individual stations, so 

that the players receive better instructions, and understand what is expected of them during 

the combine. That way the players are not going into the drills “cold” and a better 

evaluation can be done.  The draft will take place the Saturday after the combines are 

completed. 

Coaches from other divisions will rate the players on a scale of 1 to 5 in those areas.  The 

President and Athletic Director will compile the data to develop three tiers of players in 

each division.  We will establish tiers based players’ skill and ability at the combine. The 

RFFL’s goal is to distribute talent evenly across all teams.  The tiers will consist of three picks 

each (the Tier III may only have two picks for teams with 8 players). 

1. All players may be picked regardless of age.  

2. No trades of players or picks will be allowed. 

3. All players are eligible to be picked in any round.  For example a player ranked in 

the Tier II may be picked with a Tier I pick. 

4. When picking siblings or players that have to be on the same team, after picking the 

first player the other player is your next pick in the round they ranked in. 

5. Players who do not go to the combine will go into the blind draft.  The exceptions are 

coach kids, “plus ones,” and returners who will count as top tier picks.   

6. Coaches’ kids, “plus ones,” and returners who do not go to the combine will be that 

team’s first top tier pick regardless of skill level.   

*The RFFL BOD reserves the right to rank plus ones and returners. 

7. During the player draft, coaches’ kids, plus ones, and returners will be that team’s 

first pick in the tier the player is rated (i.e. Mike Ditka’s son Joe Ditka ranks in Tier 2; 

Joe will be Mike’s first pick when he has to make a pick from Tier 2 players 

regardless of who is available at the time of selection).  


